BATES FLIERS PREPARE FOR ANNUAL PENN RELAY RACES

Plan to Enter Garnet in Two National Championship Races This Year—Two Mile Relay and Medley Relay

Dates for Two-Day Affair are April 27 and 28

With the approval and arrival of spring, it is time to think of the annual national sport carnival known as the "Penn Relays." This week in Philadelphia, "The Garnet" will attempt to pace, or possibly rival, the other leading Eastern colleges in the annual meet, which is held at Franklin Field.

The Penn Relays is a track meet that began as a small affair in 1895 as a fund raising effort for the University Hospital. The meet has grown to be one of the most prestigious track meets in the country, attracting thousands of spectators and setting records every year.

Basketball Teams

Banquet at Rand

"Pam" Leighton President
Women's A. A. Board
Toasts mistress

Everybody had a glorious time at the annual basketball banquet held at the Rand on Tuesday evening.

South Portland State Champions

Winner in Bates Tourney Defeats Bar Harbor

South Portland High School carried off the State Championship at Bates Saturday evening when they defeated Bar Harbor, 32 to 26. This final complete championship game was played before a full house and was very interesting. The underclassmen were the pave writers, but the seniors did not make a bad showing.

Bates College Garnet Hopes for Successful Year Very Strong

Intact for Condition for Season

Despite Some Lack of Experience in Pitching Department Garnet Hopes for Successful Year Very Strong

With a Strong Infield and Outfield Back

Sophie Fall for Charm of Debate

1933 Turns Out in Large Numbers for Debates

In Advanced Arg.

Suppose you take to debating the last two weeks you will find a debate going on at Bates College. The subject last week was "Resolved, that the French Army and Navy are better equipped by the United States," and the affirmative side was represented by George Glass, a sophomore, and the negative side by John Young, a senior. The debate was held in the DeWitt banquet room.

The senior and junior representatives of the various classes. Pam Leighton, President of the Delta Delta Delta Club, was the committee that arranged the program.

LOCAL ROTARY CLUB HOST TO WORLD TOUR DEBATERS

The round the world debates were guests of two Rotary Clubs recently who wished to express their good wishes to the debaters prior to their trip and to wish them every success on their tour, and in their series of debating engagements.

On Friday, March 9, the members of the Rotary Club of Lewiston entertained the world tour debaters at the Tate Hotel in Lewiston. The program was provided by Mrs. John L. Miller, chairman, and the men of the club.

On Saturday, the world tour debaters were hosted by the Bates College Rotary Club at the Bates College Rotary Club at the Bates College Alumni Club. The program was provided by Mr. C. H. Eddy, chairman, and the members of the club.

"Jack" Davis spoke especially of the philosophy of the debating form of politics, and he spoke very well.

(Continued on Page 3, Column 3)
JUDGING THIS PROGRESS

It seems a well-established custom to judge and to discuss social progress as though it were a group product and not the outgrowth of individual initiative and endeavor. The unit of progress is not, however, the group itself, but its individual constituents; and thus it follows that a successful social movement must be the result of good members, who succeed in the establishment of those principles which are good for themselves and for the world group.

The individual efforts of others, however, are the means by which a principle may be transferred from the individual scene to the world scene, and become a part of the world group. Each individual has a right to have his principles, which may only be able to advance in the past, be developed and extended, and may be the result of the principles; the group may adopt, support and perpetuate them.

If we are to discuss those things which would aid the progress of American civilization, we must be able to discern the basic concept upon which was founded. It is, then, simply and clearly expounded, and the moral principles of the great men who succeeded in the establishment of those principles which are good for the individual and for the world group. Individual effort gives rise to much variation in the past, and hence to criticism and conflict within the group. Individual leaders within it. Individual effort gives rise to much variation, however, and hence to criticism and conflict within the group. Individual leaders within it. Individual effort gives rise to much variation, however, and hence to criticism and conflict within the group. Individual leaders within it.

With the single exception of the idealist, the group must adopt, support and perpetuate them. The group must adopt, support and perpetuate them.

A delightfully ironic comedy had, indeed, been enacted even before the pealing of that bell, for the men who adopted the resolution containing those words were themselves members of small and select group. With the single exception of the idealist, Thomas Jefferson, there was no propagandist of the People in that whole assembly. Rather, that entire body argued heartily with the sentiments which Washington expressed when, in speaking to Jefferson, he declared: "The People, your People, Sir, is a beast!" Yet one in that assembly but felt himself far better fitted to rule than the man in the streets, and dared not trust the governance of the land for a single hour to anyone outside the small group of that day who were the recognized leaders.

Yet we have sought to found a civilization on the basis of that catch phrase which even those who first adopted it did not believe practicable. In a sense, the more we have come to know the individuals who rang out to the American people the first peal of Liberty Bell and set up a sympathetic vibration which has warped and distorted all other creeds to fit itself. With the single exception of the idealist, the group must adopt, support and perpetuate them.

The world progresses, not as fast as its slovenly members want to progress, but as fast as its leading spirits can prod the rest into action. Individual effort gives rise to much variation, however, and hence to criticism and conflict within the group. Each person strives for so much of liberty as will enable him to express and carry out his own ideas, which means that progress must be forever based upon that very struggle for liberty. Not that struggle alone indicates progress, but that struggle which recognizes sufficient social control to keep its efforts upon a productive plane, and travelling in the direction in which the group has already been led, is the only wise way in which it wishes to develop, will result in more real progress than will the attainment of any ideal which seems perfection itself.

It is not the progress of the world that is at an end, but the new world that is being fashioned out of the creative and constructive powers which are at work everywhere. The world progresses, not as fast as its slovenly members want to progress, but as fast as its leading spirits can prod the rest into action. Individual effort gives rise to much variation, however, and hence to criticism and conflict within the group. Each person strives for so much of liberty as will enable him to express and carry out his own ideas, which means that progress must be forever based upon that very struggle for liberty. Not that struggle alone indicates progress, but that struggle which recognizes sufficient social control to keep its efforts upon a productive plane, and travelling in the direction in which the group has already been led, is the only wise way in which it wishes to develop, will result in more real progress than will the attainment of any ideal which seems perfection itself.

In a word, men are not to be held back, but to be led into the progress of the world, and yet the nation which selfishly seeks to increase its wealth, and to drive through thousands of tons of steel, through the water at amazing speed. Man is more than a source of power in civilized countries. He has made his master of power. In coming years, the measure of your success will depend largely on your ability to make electricity work for you. Competition everywhere grows keener, and electricity and coal costs, and does work better wherever it is applied. In industry, transportation, and the home, you will find General Electric equipment helping men and women to achieve greater and greater accomplishments.
ELECTION FOR Y. W. C. A. HELD

At the annual Y. W. Banquet held in Bank dining hall Wednesday evening the officers for next year were chosen. Princess Maggy, who was elected president, said, "We have a very capable committee with Paul Chesley as chairman." Princess Maggy is to be assisted by Muriel Beckman, the vice-president, and Elizabeth Wright, the treasurer. The other officers were elected as follows: Margaret Bissel, secretary; Margaret Peck, librarian; and Pauline Rogers, treasurer.

The officers for the present year were also present.
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Baseball Squad in Condition

The baseball squad is in condition. The team is composed of seniors and juniors and it is capable of playing any team in the country. The equipment is in good condition and the players are in top form. The team is well-coached and is expected to do well this season.

In the aircraft the attack is formidable. The aircraft can be used in various ways. It can be used as a bomber or as a reconnaissance plane. The aircraft has a powerful engine and is capable of carrying a large number of passengers.
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N. Y. BATES ALUMNI PRESIDENT HONORED

Dr. Daniel H. Hodgson, Bates '90 of New York City and recently elected president of the Bates Alumni Association of that city has been elected president of the National Honor chapter which has chapters in more than 500 of the leading colleges of the United States.

Dr. Hodgson already holds LL.B., L. L. D. and LL. D. degrees conferred by the New York School of Law, New York University, Bates College and Valparaiso University.

Dr. Hodgson was formerly of New York and since graduation from Bates College has been professor of English at Columbia University, vice-president of the University of Chicago, to which he was called in 1922. For the past two years he has been professor and dean of the Engineering College which he founded at the University of Wisconsin. He became president of the University of Wisconsin last November.

The move of the University is a new sort. According to the instructors, many of the students who have been attending the University are now attending other institutions.
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